ABSTRACT: Up to now there are robots specializing in stationary industrial operations. The building industry is a highly diversified and dynamic branch and, therefore, robotic systems are not used on the construction site during the building process at all or in a very limited way to handle loads. There exist robotic wall building systems based on mobile machines that can make linear masonry structures (fence, wall). Because of the large dimensions and weight of these machines, however, they require a large working space and, therefore, they are not applicable for the construction of planar structures.
INTRODUCTION
Robots specialized mostly in stationary industrial tasks have been known so far. Building industry is a very variable and dynamic industrial branch and therefore the robot systems are usually not applied in constructing and/or their use is strictly limited to burden manipulation.
There exist some robot brickwork systems constructed as mobile machines capable of line objects brick working (boundary walls, walls). Due to their large size and weight, the machines require enormous working space and are not applicable in building of flat objects. As concerns exploitation of the robot systems, the building industry falls behind the other branches. But due to frequent injuries and masses of human-force transported burdens during the building, introduction of the robot system in the building industry is urgent. The present paper deals with the concept and the design of the automated industrial brickwork robot suitable for building of small to medium-sized objects with exploitation of the technology of dry and precise masonry. The output of the mathematical model will also be a transformation matrix of motion of the system servo motors.
DEFINITION OF THE MODEL
The mathematical model is depicted in Fig The simulation outputs can be exported in the form of tables or diagrams -see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . Simulation time for brick working of 128 building components was estimated at ca. 3600 seconds (1 working hour of the system). This result substantially exceeds the speed of manual brick working of the building object.
Further construction components (beams, window fillings, doors) can simply be enrolled into the system bringing the mathematical model closer to the real building object.
Energy consumption of the robot system did not exceed 1.5
kW. The building process itself can be accelerated by rising the servo motor power. 
